By Speed Post

No. DGT-Aff011 (49)/10/2017-TC SECTION
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated- 13.02.2018

To,
The Principal,
Shri Guru Ram Das Pvt ITI,
VPO - Bakshiwal, Dist.Patiala,
Pin- 147001, Punjab.

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF ITI/TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter No. IT/Affi/NCVT/QCI-14/24/7633 dated 28.07.2017 from the office of The Director Technical Education, Industrial Training, Punjab. The State Directorate has mentioned that during Joint Inspection of Shri Guru Ram Das Pvt ITI, Workshop area of the Plumber Trade was found Short, area of classroom of Electrician & Welder Trade was found Shorts & Machinery was not in working condition in Mechanic Diesel Trade. Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended for De-affiliation of all these affiliated trades/units from NCVT (Copy of letter attached).

You are therefore, requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office within 10 days of the receipt of this letter.

Yours faithfully,

(Raj Kumar Pathak)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: rajkumar.pathak@gov.in

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
The Director, Directorate of Technical Education & Industrial Training, Takniki Bhavan, Plot No.1, Sector 36-A, Chandigarh-160036, Punjab
File No: DGET-6/19/02/2014-TC, (MIS Code: PR03000296)

(Punita Bhatia)
Deputy Director of Training
Email: punita.bhatia@nic.in